
50 DIM A$(12) DIM AS(12) in Spectrum
1 2 3 4 5 s_ a 9 io 11 1 BASIC creates afixed-length

1T 7 string variable, AS, which
initially contains 12 spaces

100 LET A$ = "ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP" If you tryto assign a string

1 2 3 .4 _ 6 7 8 $7_1O/_>7_21 1
quantityongerthan125T j characters to AS, it will be

rA7 D C D E F G H I J K L truncated at the right to fit
inb A$

150 LET AS = "*?! +" If you assign a shorter string

1 2  6- 7 g g 1 11 12
quantity to AS, it is stored7_3 ,7 4,7_ 5

T left-justified in S. The

at ? ! + E F G H I J K L remaining characters of AS
are unaffected

I
200 LET A$ = " 11 Setting AS equal to' ", the

1 2 3 4_ 5- 6 7 8 T 9 10 11 12T T
null -strirg, should reduce its
length to 0, and its contents
to' ", instead, its length
renains at 12 characters, and
it is filled with spaces
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POSN=O

9910 FOR K=1 TO SL
9920 IFY$(KTO K+ZL-1)=ZS THEN LET POSN=K:LET

K=SL
9930 NEXT K:RETURN

Notice in this subroutine that the string variable YS
is treated as a subsc ripted a rray-type variable, even
though it has not been DIMensioned. Since in
Sinclair BASIC all string variables are array-type
variables, a string va riable that is not DIMensioned
is implicitly a variable-length single-dimension
array of single characters; if it is DiMensioned, its
element length is fixed by the last number in the
DiM statement. Whereas in other BASICS DIM x$ (8,7)
creates a two-dimension array, in Sinclair BASIC it
creates a single-dimension array of eight elements,
each of them fixed in length at seven characters.

The strict attention paid to the length of
DIMensioned string variables by Sinclair BASIC
means that seemingly simple statements can have
differing effects, depending upon whether a DIM
statement has been executed or not. If aS is a
simple string variable, then LET aS='" makes the
contents of aS equal to the null string ("') and the
length of aS equal to zero. If DIM aS(7) has been
executed previously, however, then LET a$=`
makes the contents of aS equal to seven spaces,
and the length of a$ equal to seven (which it will
always be, following the DIM statement).
Furthermore, in such a case, even though LETaS=""
has been executed, a test such as:

IF aS="" THEN PRINT 'null-string"

will fail, and nothing will be printed — aS is equal
to seven spaces, not the null-string.

If you need to test string array elements in this
way, then it's probably best to set aside a string
variable for the purpose, DIMension it to the length
of the longest array variable used in the program,
and test your array variables against it, like this:

100 DIM a$(12,34)
120 DIM bS(7,56)
140 DIM NS(56)
150 REM NS will be used as the emp ty string

... r ..............

580 IF b$(3)=N$(TO 56) THEN PRINT "empty"
59C IF aS(11)=NS(TO 34) THEN PRINT "empty"
........................

Here NS is used only as the empty string, and if it
wasn't used in this way then the tests in lines 580-
590 would have to use literals, thus:

58C IF bS(3)=" " THEN PRINT "empty"
58E REM 56 spaces between the quctes

This is inconvenient and prone to error. An
alternative to using NS in this way is to DIMension
all array variables with one more element than
they need, and use that l ast element as an empty
string for tests of that array, so that line 590 might
be:

SuperBASIC
While Sinclairs SuperBASIC has a considerably enhanced range
of commands over ZX EASIC, the most significant feature is its
abandonment of the single-key reserved word entry system
common to the ZX80, ZX81 and Spectrum. This was origin2lly
introduced as an econo'ny measure for users (if was felt that
pressing a single <ey ra:her than typing a whole word would
prove attractive). Thelsystem dictated that a variety of different
'modes' would be necessary to allow the entry of single
characters to be differentiated from the entry of key words. This
system was attractive to Sinclair users who had never previously
encountered a keyboard, but for these who had used a typewriter
it proved to be a source of frustration

assuming that a$(12) is never used and so contains
only spaces.

Notice lastly that, in Sinclair BASIC, the first
element in any array has the subscript one,
whereas in some other BASICS the first element in
an array has subscript zero. In the next instalment
of the course, we will conclude this look at
Spectrum BASIC.

Procrustean St rings
The mythical Greek character
Proc

,
ustes was an innkeeper

who kept only ore size of
bed, and stretched or
truncated his guests to fit it

590 IF a$(11i=a$(12) THEN PRINT "empty" I fs-^---' I
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